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2018 Barolo Rolls into View

Related stories:

Barolo Rolls Out an Uneven Vintage

Beyond Barolo: Nebbiolo's New Faces

Burgundy's Red, Barolo is Too

Tom Hyland checks out the best of 2018 Barolo, as well as a look at 2019

Barbaresco.

© Terre del Barolo | The scenic hills of Barolo against a backdrop of mountains make for a spectacular landscape.

New releases of Barolo from the 2018 vintage are currently entering the market, and they

signify a middle ground between the lighter 2017s and what promises to be very powerful

wines from the 2019 vintage that will be released next year. But make no mistake – the 2018

Barolo are highly distinctive wines in their own right, and if they are not meant for long-term

cellaring, they do offer elegance and approachability at a young age. "2018 in my opinion is

the quintessence of an elegant and ready vintage," remarks Stefano Chiarlo, winemaker for the

Michele Chiarlo winery, an opinion shared by numerous Barolo producers.
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That Barolo from 2018 turned out so beautifully is a tribute to the growers and winemakers,

given the quirky weather that defined the growing season that year. "2018 is one of those

vintages that put the producer to the test," comments Veronica Santero of the Palladino winery

in Serralunga d'Alba. "The rains at the beginning of the year re-established the water reserve

that had drastically reduced in 2017. Naturally this led to greater attention in the vineyard."

That sentiment was echoed by Alessandro Ceretto, winemaker at the family winery in Alba.

"2018 was a pretty difficult vintage in the vineyards, and we had a lot of rain from the

beginning, concentrated mainly around May. We had to make a lot of effort trying to keep

downy mildew under control, and the summer was hot until the last week of September, where

we had some nights with cooler temperatures that helped the finishing of the skin ripening. For

us it was a medium early harvest."

At Marchesi di Barolo, co-proprietor Valentina Abbona remembers the early combination of

plentiful rains and lower temperatures. "The rather cool temperatures of the first half of March,

lower than the average of the last few years, led to a slightly delayed and staggered start of

budding. This immediately made it clear that the year would continue with a trend more similar

to the historical seasonal one, without the temperature peaks recorded in the previous year."

Continuing, she recalls the beautiful weather that marked the remainder of the 2018 growing

season. "The flowering and the beginning of the grape formation took place on a regular basis

and in optimal climatic conditions. Summer, from its very start on, was characterized by a

succession of clear days, with some sporadic rainfalls and generally high temperatures: this

fact led to a perfect evolution of the grapes, both from a qualitative and sanitary point of view."

Harvest dates for many producers of Nebbiolo ranged from late September to early October;

Ceretto recalls 2018 being a "medium early harvest." Some producers, however, picked around

mid-October; Abbona noted that they collected the grapes from their section of the famed

Cannubi vineyard in the Barolo commune on October 13, while they finished harvest two days

later at the Sarmassa site, also in the Barolo commune. For Palladino, harvest concluded on

October 10; Santero was quite pleased with the quality of the fruit; "Surely the results obtained

were far superior to the expectations at the beginning of the campaign."

© Tom Hyland | The vineyards on the hill mark the border between the communes of La Morra and Barolo. The Cerequio vineyard

is in the middle of the hill next to the small house.
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The verdict
Now that the wines have been released, most vintners share similar views on their style. "The

result of the 2018 Barolos," comments Tiziana Settimo of the Aurelio Settimo winery of

Annunziata, a hamlet in the La Morra commune, is good body and tannins that are not

extreme; this is a vintage to drink over the next four to ten years." For Chiarlo, one of the things

that made 2018 successful was the fact that the best sites produced the most distinctive

wines, a clear sign of a highly regarded vintage. "The winegrowers who worked with the best

soil and exposures, produced Barolos of excellent structure and character with considerable

longevity."

Santero notes the "lower acidity, soft tannins and good ripeness that have created very

pleasant wines to drink," while for Abbona, "our Barolos are now starting to show all their

qualities: the bouquet opens up with hints of wild violet and fruit jam, while spicy notes start to

appear on the background … But what makes this vintage so interesting is the tannic

approach. Tannins which are, of course, present and in good quantity but, on the palate they

taste very smooth and round for such young wines." For Abbona, the tannic structure makes

the wines appealing early on, but also suitable for long aging.

Is there a Barolo vintage that the producers can compare to 2018? For Ceretto, "2018 looks

similar to 2016 in the glass," while for Chiarlo the assessment is closer to 2008. "In our case,

for 2018, there is more structure, but in terms of silky tannins and acidity that is not too soft, I

find similarities," while Abbona compares 2018 with 2012. "There are similarities, but in our

opinion, the elegance of 2018 makes a difference."

Some final words from Santero on the style of the 2018 Barolo. "Thanks to great attention, we

have produced wines that can be drunk immediately but I am convinced that they will be able

to last over time. The 2018 vintage reminds me of 2014, which today, after eight years are still

wonderful. The structure is definitely not that of 2016 and there is no challenge, they are

simply different wines."

© Tom Hyland | Alessandro Ceretto – winemaker of Ceretto – tries the wines.

Notes on a few highly recommended 2018 Barolo:
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Giacomo Fenocchio Villero – From a top site in Castiglione Falletto, a traditionally made

Barolo of excellent harmony and sense of place. Peak in 12-15 years.

Bruna Grimaldi Bricco Ambrogio – From a small plot in Roddi, the epitome of 2018 Barolo

charm, with sensual floral and fruit perfumes and silky tannins. Peak in 10-12 years.

Marchesi di Barolo Cannubi – Aromas of wild strawberry and medicinal herbs; beautiful

sense of place, well-balanced tannins. Peak in 15-18 years.

Michele Chiarlo Cannubi – Balsamic, morel cherry and tobacco aromas; excellent harmony,

supple tannins. Not powerful, but quite striking in its complexity and style. Peak in 12-15 years.

Vietti Cerequio – The first release of this wine from Vietti is an unqualified success. Aromas of

morel cherry, red poppy and sage; medium-full with excellent persistence and admirable

harmony. Peak in 15-18 years.

Ceretto Prapó – Though not as well-known as other single vineyard Barolo from this

esteemed producer, this wine has shown marked improvement as of late. Beautifully

structured with precise acidity and perfectly balanced tannins; outstanding complexity and

finesse. Peak in 12-15 years.

Palladino Ornato – Strawberry, marasca cherry and licorice aromas; impressive concentration,

excellent persistence and sense of place; this offers great charm along with ideal harmony.

Peak in 15-20 years.

While the 2018 Barolos are quite approachable at present, the top examples of 2019

Barbaresco are powerful wines that are structured for many more years of cellaring. Producers

agreed that while the growing season offered some difficulties, as with a spike in temperatures

in July (reaching 43°C), thanks to the intervention of growers who had frequently dealt with

extreme heat over the past decade, the grapes were in excellent condition. "I would say in

general all the conditions were optimal, as color was normal, acidities moderately high in all the

crus, with tannins were able to mature due to the stable weather conditions we had during the

harvest period," says Luca Pasquero Elia of the Paitin winery of Neive. "2019 can be

considered a classic vintage."

Enrico Dellapiana of Rizzi in Treiso is also bullish on the 2019s; "the vintage can be said to be

traditional, and classical. There is good acidity and freshness, and the wines display excellent

aging potential," while for Ceretto, "the wines are more elegant than 2018, with more finesse

and less concentrated in the middle palate. the tannins are silky and the wines they show a

great drinkability."

Notes on a few highly recommended 2019 Barbaresco:
Rizzi Nervo – Elegant entry on the palate, delicious varietal fruit, lively acidity and supple

tannins, along with a great deal of finesse; sublime. Peak in 10-12 years.
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Ceretto Gallina – Orange zest and cherry aromas; excellent ripeness, precise acidity, notable

persistence and impressive harmony. Peak in 12-15 years.

Paitin Serraboella "Sorì Paitin" – Morel cherry and thyme aromas; outstanding harmony and

varietal purity with beautiful structure and complexity. Peak in 12-15 years.

Albino Rocca Ronchi – Strawberry, cherry and red poppy aromas; rich mid-palate, impressive

persistence, subtle wood notes; seamless. Peak in 15-18 years.

To join the conversation, comment on our social media channels.
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